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Worldview Chart - Summit Ministries
https://www.summit.org/resources/worldview-chart

Neo-Darwinian Evolution: Punctuated Equilibrium: Spiritual Evolution: Mind/Body Monism (Self-Actualization) Mind/Body Monism (Classical Conditioning) Mind/Body Monism ...

Liberal Christianity - Wikipedia
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberal_Christianity

By the late 19th and early 20th centuries, it was characterized by an acceptance of Darwinian evolution, a utilization of modern biblical criticism and participation in the Social ...

Darwinism - Wikipedia
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darwinism

Oct 03, 2021 · The evolution of liberalism from traditionalism, of socialism from liberalism, of communism from socialism, these were not happenstance. Marx was evil, ...

Conservatism is Dead. - by Tree of Woe - Contemplations on https://treeofwoe.substack.com/p/conservatism-is-dead

Darwinism is a theory of biological evolution developed by the English naturalist Charles Darwin (1809–1882) and others, stating that all species of organisms arise and develop ...

Herbert Spencer and Social Darwinism - SciHi Blog
https://scihi.org/herbert-spencer-social-darwinism

Apr 27, 2016 · On April 27, 1820, English philosopher, biologist, anthropologist, sociologist, and prominent classical liberal political theorist of the Victorian era Herbert Spencer was born. ...